Polyurethane-carbon microfiber composite coating for electrical heating of concrete pavement surfaces
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ABSTRACT

Electrically-heated pavements have attracted attention as alternatives to the traditional ice/snow removal practices. Electrically conductive polymer-carbon composite coatings provide promising properties for this application. Based on the concept of joule heating, the conductive composite can be utilized as a resistor that generates heat by electric current and increases the surface temperature to melt the ice and snow on the pavement surface. This research investigates the feasibility of applying an electrically conductive composite coating made with a Polyurethane (PU) binder and micrometer-scale carbon fiber (CMF) filler as the electrical heating materials on the surface of Portland cement concrete (PCC) pavements. PU-CMF composite coatings were prepared using different volume fractions of CMF, applied on the PCC surfaces, and evaluated in terms of volume conductivity, resistive heating ability, durability, and surface friction properties at the proof-of-concept level. A conceptual cost analysis was performed to compare this method with other heated pavement systems with respect to economic viability. Percolative behavior of CMF in PU matrix was captured and most desirable CMF dosage rates in terms of each performance parameter were investigated. Two percolation transition zones were identified for CMF in PU matrix at dosage rate ranges of 0.25–1% and 4–10%. The composites exhibited their most desirable performance and properties at CMF dosage rates greater than 10% and smaller than 15%.

1. Introduction

Keeping the surface of paved areas free of ice and snow is a major challenge during harsh winter conditions. Traditional methods of ice/snow removal from pavements that use deicing chemicals and mechanical removal are associated with large manpower, sophisticated machinery, environmentally harmful chemicals, damage to pavements, and inadequate effectiveness in extreme weather conditions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Most deicing chemicals are not effective at temperatures below -9 °C [9, 10]. Only calcium chloride-based deicers that increase risk of early distress for concrete pavements can be used at temperatures colder than -17 °C (1.4 °F) [7]. Application of deicing chemicals is especially associated with negative environmental impacts [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. In recent years, alternative methods have been proposed and tested for removing ice and snow from paved surfaces; among them are thermal modification of pavement materials [21], application of superhydrophobic coatings on pavement surfaces [22, 23, 24, 25] and electrically heated pavement systems [4, 6, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. Electrically heated pavement systems have gained recent attention as an alternative to traditional methods to overcome winter pavement maintenance problems [28, 46]. Two approaches to electrical heating of pavements have so far been adopted in the literature: (a) embedding electrically heating sheet/grille elements inside the pavement [4, 26], and (b) application of electrically conductive concrete/asphalt pavements [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. Application of electrically conductive
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coating in heated pavements is a new and, to the best of authors’ knowledge, unprecedented method for producing electrically heated pavements.

Various types of polymers have been used for modifying pavement materials, mostly in the form of an additive to asphalt-based concretes [47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. Numerous studies have investigated the feasibility and benefits of the application of different polymer-based and Portland cement-based coating on concrete substrates. Water-repellent and water-proofing coatings on Portland cement concrete (PCC) and asphalt concrete materials have been extensively studied [2, 22, 23, 25, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. On the contrary, there is very limited information regarding electrically conductive coating on concrete surfaces. The only application of electrically conductive coatings on concrete surfaces, in the relevant literature, involve using epoxy resin-based [58] or Portland cement-based [59, 60] coatings as the anode in corrosion protection and/or chloride extraction practices. However, electrically conductive composites are an important group of versatile materials with various engineering applications [61]. Electrically conductive coatings and thin films have been developed, mainly for application in circuitry [62], production of conductive papers [63, 64], electromagnetic interference shielding [65, 66, 67], and sensor systems [68, 69, 70, 71]. In addition, Esharkawy et al. [48] produced water-repellent and electrically-heated coatings for metallic surfaces using carbon nanofibers dispersed in fluoroacrylic copolymer matrix.

The electrically conductive thin films and coatings are, typically, produced through dispersing a filler material such as carbon black [72], carbon nanotubes/nanofibers [65, 67, 73], or graphene [63, 74], in a polymer matrix and casting the mixture on the substrate [72]. Different polymers can be used as binder phase in coatings. Epoxy resin has been used as a binder material on various surfaces such as PCC [2, 24], asphalt cement concrete [22, 23, 25], and glass [75] to bind the nano-particles and adhere to the substrate. Fluorinated polymers such as Poly (vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) have been used in superhydrophobic coatings as a matrix [67, 67, 67, 78]. Tiwari et al. [76] and Das et al. [67] fabricated large-area sprayable superhydrophobic coatings with PVDF as binder. However, because of low strength and weak binding ability of PVDF, it needs to be used in conjunction with other binders. Poly (ethyl 2-cyanoacrylate) (PECA) and Poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA or acrylic resin) are commonly used as the additional binder materials with PVDF or used alone as the binder phase [67, 67, 79, 80]. A group of polymers gaining increasing attention in the field of coating materials are Polyurethane (PU) compounds, a wide variety of materials that provide superior binding and adhesion properties. Polyurethane elastomers are thermally stable [81], compatible with carbonaceous materials which are a major component of electrically conductive composites [82, 83, 84, 85], require no or minimal amount of volatile organic solvents [72, 86], and provide high adhesion and durability [87] on most substrates including concrete [88].

Carbonaceous materials, especially carbon fibers [89, 90, 91, 92], carbon nanotubes/nanofibers [93, 94, 95, 96, 97], and graphite powders [60, 98] have been extensively utilized in construction materials. Using nano-size materials in electrically conductive coatings for pavement applications is challenging, particularly because of high cost [90] and hazardous nature [99] of nanoparticles. Gong et al. [100] used carbon felt made of micrometer-size carbon fibers in an electrically conductive polymer composite. Ameli et al. [101] studied the feasibility of polyurethane-carbon fiber composite foam for electromagnetic interference shielding, using carbon fibers with micro-meter diameter and millimeter length. In this paper, the term carbon microfiber (CMF) is used to refer to carbon fibers with both diameter and length in micrometer scale. CMF materials are orders of magnitude less expensive than nano-materials, do not pose health hazards, and are easier to disperse in a given matrix (e.g. polymers or cement paste). However, the literature related to the application of such materials in coating mixtures is scarce and, to the best of authors’ knowledge, there is no previous report on using PU-CMF composites for electrical heating (a.k.a. resistive heating or joule heating). On the other hand, there is no previous report of PU-CMF composite coating application on concrete structures and pavements.

Previous studies on cost analysis and economics on various types of heated pavement systems - such as hydronic heated pavements, geothermal heated pavement systems; and electrical conductive Portland cement concrete systems (ECON HPS) – showed the gigantic impact of the construction cost of these systems on the total benefit cost ratio [102, 103, 104]. In addition, according to the cost-benefit analysis bulletin published by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), construction cost constitutes a big portion of the life cycle cost of the infrastructures. Therefore, to provide some insights in the material and construction costs of heated pavement system made of conductive coatings juxtaposed with other heated pavement systems would be helpful for future economic investigations.

This research investigates the feasibility of using PU-CMF composite coating, made with polyurethane elastomer as binder and milled carbon fiber with micrometer diameter and length as conductive filler, for electrical heating (resistive or joule heating) of PCC pavement surfaces. The required and/or optimum dosage rate of CMF to achieve desirable volume conductivity was determined based on the concept of percolation threshold. Heating capability of the composite coating was studied by active infrared thermography (IRT) in temperature-controlled conditions. The durability of the coating materials under cyclic wheel load and the effect of the coating on skid resistance of Portland cement concrete pavement surfaces were investigated. An initial cost analysis based on the production cost of materials was performed to provide an insight into economic feasibility of this system. The desirable CMF dosage rates with respect to each of the three performance parameters -i.e. volume conductivity, joule heating, and durability-were investigated and reported.

2. Methodology

2.1. Experimental

The CMF used in this study was milled carbon fiber with 7.2 μm nominal diameter, 100 μm nominal length, specific gravity of 1.75, carbon content of 99%, and dry-condition electrical resistivity (volume resistivity) of $1.4 \times 10^{-3}$ Ω·cm. A one-component fast-drying thermoplastic polyurethane (PU) (by Minwax®) with a kinematic viscosity (at 40 °C) smaller than 2.05×10^{-1} cm²/s (~20.5 cSt), specific gravity of 0.86, and boiling point of 148 °C was used as the polymer component. The methods proposed in the literature to enhance the dispersion of carbon fibers in cementitious matrices are based on improving the wettability of the fibers [105], therefore, they are not useful in polymer-fiber composites which do not have water or other solvents as, is the case in this study. To improve the dispersion of fibers, the treatment method developed by Xiong et al. [106] for dispersing carbon nanotubes in polyurethane matrix was adopted with some modifications. The as-received CMF was first heat-treated for 4 h at 400 °C while gently blown with air flow. Then, the CMF was dispersed in a 3:1 mixture of sulfuric acid and nitric acid by sonication for 10 min in a bath sonicator at 80 °C. The suspension was then poured on grade 3 filter paper (6 μm pore size), drained off the acid solution, and gently washed with deionized water until the pH of the filtered fluid became close to the pH of the deionized water. Finally, the fibers were collected off the filter paper and desiccated in a vacuum desiccator for 72 h. It should be mentioned that the effect of fiber treatment on the surface chemistry (and dispersion) of CMF is likely different than carbon nanotubes, because the properties of materials in nano-scale tend to differ from their macro- and micro-scale characteristics. However, previous studies have shown adequate effectiveness of such methods in improving the dispersion of carbon fibers with micrometer-scale diameters and millimeter-scale length [105].

The PU-CMF composite suspension was prepared without incorporation of any solvents in the mixture. Because this composite coating is intended for application on pavement surfaces, this approach was
adopted to increase the setting rate of the composite, eliminate the time needed for evaporation of the solvent phase, and thus shorten the closing time of the paved facility. In the absence of solvents, and because of thermo-stability of polyurethanes [81], it was possible to prepare the PU-CMF composite at high temperatures that are above the boiling point of the PU and lower than its degradation temperatures. Thermal degradation of thermoplastic PU takes place above 200 °C [86]. Reduction of the viscosity of PU at higher temperatures [107, 108] facilitates the dispersion of CMF in the PU matrix. The treated CMF were added to the PU component of the composite and the mixture was magnetically stirred at 360 rpm speed and 150 °C temperature for 3 min. Then, the mixture was placed in bath sonicator at 80 °C and sonicated for 10 min, followed by another 3 min of magnetic stirring at the aforementioned speed and temperature. Once the PU-CMF mixture was prepared, it was applied on the specimen surfaces using a brush. The weight of the coating material applied on each specimen was determined by measuring weights of the mixture, the brush, and the specimen before and after coating application.

Percolation is a useful tool for explaining the electrical behavior and determining optimum or required dosage rate of the conductive filler in the composite coatings which consist of an electrically insulating matrix.

Table 1
Proportions of PU-CMF composite mixtures for determination of percolation transition zone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMF dosage rate (% Vol.)</th>
<th>CMF content (g)</th>
<th>PU content (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>30.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>29.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>29.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>29.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>29.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>29.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>29.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>29.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>28.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>28.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>28.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>27.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>27.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>26.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>9.19</td>
<td>25.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>10.72</td>
<td>24.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>12.25</td>
<td>24.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Specimens for determination of percolation threshold: (a) coating on wood substrate before application of silver paste; (b) coating on wood substrate with silver paste electrode; (c) coating on concrete substrate before application of silver paste; and (d) coating on concrete substrate with silver paste electrode.
and an electrically conductive filler [61]. Achieving high electrical conductivity in a composite material requires percolation of the conductive material through the insulating matrix. Therefore, the volume fraction of the conductive material (CMF in this study) should be equal to or greater than the value which enables the formation of a continuous path of fibers from edge to edge [67, 68, 71, 109]. The range of fiber content at which electrical conductivity abruptly increases is known as the percolation transition zone (or percolation threshold) [64].

Within the percolation transition range, by increasing the volume fraction of the conductive filler, the electrical conductivity of the composite rises by several orders of magnitude. Above percolation threshold, increasing the conductive filler dosage rate continues to improve the conductivity of the composite, but at a lower rate because the network of conductive filler is already saturated [61]. Excessive amount of conductive filler increases the mixture viscosity and makes it difficult to be uniformly applied on the substrate [61]. Therefore, the percolation transition zone of the CMF-PU composite was investigated through mixtures containing different volume fractions of CMF as shown in Table 1.

Using the mixture proportions given in the table, two types of coated specimens on wood and PCC substrates were prepared for measurement of electrical conductivity as shown in Fig. 1. Wood substrate was used because the electrical conductivity of dry wood is low enough to ensure there were no interferences with the conductivity measurements. Air-dried PCC substrate was used to simulate the real conditions in the intended application of these coating materials on PCC pavements. Since the results of the measurements on the two groups of specimens were comparable, the final electrical conductivity was taken as the average of the measurement results on both substrates (each specimen with three replicates).

Silver paste was applied to the two ends of specimens to be used as electrodes in measurement of resistance. Because the CMF, especially at low dosage rates, may not be exposed on the surface -reducing the electrical contact of the silver paste with the coating-the two ends of specimens were roughened -as shown in the figure-with scrub pad before applying the silver paste to improve the electrode-specimen contact. The two-probe method [110, 111], a reliable and accurate approach for resistance measurement, was utilized in this study, and the reason for reliability and accuracy of this method is thoroughly explained in the...
The thickness of coatings were measured with a thickness gauge (PosiTector® dry film thickness gauge with precision of 13–1000 μm); for each specimen, the thickness was measured on several spots and averaged to obtain the coating layer thickness. The width and length of each specimen between the electrodes were also measured with 0.01 mm precision. The dimensions of the coatings were used to calculate the volume resistivity in Ω-cm, and then, the volume conductivity (which is the reciprocal of resistivity) in S/cm was calculated according to Eq. (1):

$$\rho = \frac{A}{l}$$

(1)

Where, \(\rho\) represents the electrical (volume) resistivity in ohm-centimeters (Ω-cm), \(R\) is the electrical resistance in Ohms (Ω), \(A\) is the cross sectional area normal to the current direction, and \(l\) is the distance between the two points with electrical potential difference of \(V\). The electrical conductivity was plotted against the CMF dosage rate to determine the percolation transition zone.

To relate the electrical percolation results to resistive heating capability of the coatings, a heating test was performed on the wood-substrate specimens. An AC voltage of 5 V at a frequency of 64 Hz was applied to each specimen for the duration of 1 min. Meanwhile, the surface temperature of the specimen was measured and recorded using a FLIR T650sc Infrared camera, with a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels. The acquired radiometric data were then analyzed using the ResearchIR Max® software package, and the heat generation on the surface of each specimen for 1 min was quantified.

To evaluate the performance of the composite coating on concrete substrate in terms of resistive heating and durability, concrete specimens were coated with the PU-CMF composite at different CMF dosage rates which were selected based on the results of percolation threshold determination tests. The CMF dosage rates were selected such that the whole range of percolation transition zone and its vicinity were covered. The PU-CMF composite coatings used at this stage included 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, and 20% CMF by total volume of the composite. Each specimen was made in three replicates.

To evaluate the heating capability of the composites, rectangular concrete specimens with copper tape electrodes glued to the surface were prepared and coated as shown in Fig. 2. Heat generation efficiency of the composite-coated specimens were characterized through performing active IRT [107] at a temperature below the freezing temperature of water. To this end, all the specimens were preconditioned at -20 °C and 30% relative humidity for at least 3 h so they could achieve thermal equilibrium [108]. Because the PU used in this study is a hydrophobic material, the presence of moisture does not exert a significant effect on its

### Table 2

Electrical conductivity of PU-CMF coatings containing different volume fractions of CMF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMF dosage rate (% Vol.)</th>
<th>Electrical Conductivity (S/cm)</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Relative standard error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>3.28E-03</td>
<td>1.19E-04</td>
<td>2.09E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>7.90E-02</td>
<td>1.38E-03</td>
<td>1.01E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.97E-01</td>
<td>6.56E-02</td>
<td>1.92E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>3.26E-01</td>
<td>5.77E-02</td>
<td>1.02E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>3.26E-01</td>
<td>6.67E-03</td>
<td>1.18E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.66E-01</td>
<td>7.61E-03</td>
<td>1.20E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4.22E-01</td>
<td>5.68E-02</td>
<td>7.77E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.62E-01</td>
<td>7.35E-02</td>
<td>9.19E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>5.59E-01</td>
<td>1.53E-01</td>
<td>1.37E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>5.85E-01</td>
<td>1.02E-01</td>
<td>1.01E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>3.18E+00</td>
<td>3.08E+00</td>
<td>5.59E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>8.49E+00</td>
<td>1.88E+00</td>
<td>1.28E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>1.59E+01</td>
<td>1.00E+00</td>
<td>3.64E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>3.48E+01</td>
<td>7.69E+00</td>
<td>1.28E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>3.71E+01</td>
<td>7.73E+00</td>
<td>1.20E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>3.98E+01</td>
<td>2.34E+01</td>
<td>3.39E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>4.19E+01</td>
<td>1.40E+01</td>
<td>1.94E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>4.58E+01</td>
<td>7.19E+00</td>
<td>9.07E+00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To evaluate the heating capability of the composites, rectangular concrete specimens with copper tape electrodes glued to the surface were prepared and coated as shown in Fig. 2. Heat generation efficiency of the composite-coated specimens were characterized through performing active IRT [107] at a temperature below the freezing temperature of water. To this end, all the specimens were preconditioned at -20 °C and 30% relative humidity for at least 3 h so they could achieve thermal equilibrium [108]. Because the PU used in this study is a hydrophobic material, the presence of moisture does not exert a significant effect on its
electrical conductivity [115] and the presence of water on the surface either does not influence heating performance or tends to improve it by false reduction of volume resistivity as mentioned in the above. Therefore, the heating tests were performed at very low relative humidity inside the environmental chamber in order to avoid errors and make sure that the heat generation is accurately attributed to the coating material itself. An AC voltage of 20 V at a frequency of 64 Hz was applied to each specimen through the copper tape electrodes for a duration of 3 min. The surface temperature of each specimen was measured and recorded as explained above.

The durability of PU-CMF composite on PCC pavement surfaces was studied using the wheel path simulation test setup (Fig. 3) developed by Hawkins et al. [116] for studying the durability of pavement markings; this method is based on the abrasion resistance test (ASTM C944/C944M-12 standard) with some modifications that included using higher loads, applying the cyclic load by a different abrading tip (solid rubber wheels instead of rotating cutter), and using different specimen types.

Fig. 3 illustrates the coating durability test procedures by applying cyclic rotating wheel path at 250 rpm speed with 196 N force (1.66 MPa stress) vertical load under each wheel on three types of coated specimens. The mass loss of the coating materials, as a percentage of the mass of coating, was measured after 500, 1000, 5000, and 10000 cycles. Two types of specimens were used for investigation of the effect of cyclic loading on the electrical conductivity (electrical resistance) of coatings. Because of the changes made to the thickness and coverage area of coatings as the result of cyclic loading, the total electrical resistance of the coatings (instead of volume conductivity) before the test and after 10,000 loading cycles were used as the indicator of electrical durability. This approach helps eliminate the complications caused by cross sectional variations and evaluates the actual performance of the coating under load. Fig. 4(a) shows the specimens that were used for measuring the amount of the coating's mass loss after loading cycles. The specimens shown in Fig. 4(b), were used to simulate the situation where the entire width of the electric current flow path lies under the loading wheels. Fig. 4(c) shows the specimens that represent the case where the loading wheels travel on a fraction of the flow path between the electrodes; this approach was taken to investigate the effect of localized damage on the electrical conductivity of the whole coated surface. The change of electrical resistance after the loading was calculated by averaging the results obtained from the two types of specimens for each coating. The electrical resistance of the specimens shown in Fig. 4(c) were determined by making resistance measurements between each two diagonally opposite silver paste electrodes, repeating each measurement for three times on the same specimen, and taking the average of all readings as the electrical resistance of the specimen.

The effect of PU-CMF coating on skid resistance of concrete surfaces was investigated through measuring surface frictional properties of uncoated (control) and coated concrete specimens by British pendulum tester (BPT). British pendulum number (BPN), represents the amount of
kinetic energy loss after one pass of BPT rubber slider on a test surface [52]. Higher BPN indicates higher skid resistance of the surface. Similar to the authors’ previous study [24], the ASTM E303-93 standard [117] practice for measuring surface frictional properties by BPT was followed except that, unlike the standard procedure where skid resistance is measured only on wet surfaces, the tests were performed on both wet and dry surfaces for the sake of comparison. Coated specimens were similar to that shown in Fig. 2 coated with PU-CMF composites at CMF dosage rates similar to the aforementioned concrete-specimen heating test. Control specimens were of the same geometry, material, and surface texture of the coated concrete specimens. The test was repeated three times on each specimen and the average BPN was recorded to represent skid resistance. The skid resistance tests were performed at ambient conditions of 23 °C and 65% relative humidity.

2.2. Cost analysis

Due to lack of full-scale construction of heated pavements made of conductive coatings, there was no attempt to develop a standardized cost estimation for construction of this snow removal technology. In this study, the construction cost and material cost of the heated pavements made of conductive coatings were estimated using conceptual cost estimation method that is a stage of design with limited component information [118, 119]. Although, project-level cost estimation would provide further insights and information about the construction costs associated with this technology, due to lack of availability of the cost data regarding the full-scale implantation, project-level cost analysis is not a doable option at this stage. To enhance the construction cost estimation accuracy and precisions, the construction costs analysis used in a previous paper on economic performance of electrical conductive concrete.
The base-line of the costs analysis was systems (ECON HPS), which were used as a reference. The costs associated with electrodes, wiring, and power supply were obtained from a previous study. Additionally, construction activities were divided into two categories: (I) activities coinciding with the full-scale construction of the ECON HPS, and (II) activities differing from the ECON HPS implementation. Lastly, in the introduction, some insight was provided by comparing the costs associated with materials and the construction of a heated pavement system made of conductive asphalt concrete with those of conventional asphalt concrete.

**3. Results and discussion**

**3.1. Experimental results**

Table 2 shows the volume conductivity of PU-CMF coatings with different volume fractions of CMF and the results are visualized in Fig. 5. As seen in Fig. 5, the selected range of CMF content results in fully capturing the percolative behavior [120], such that the dual critical percolation threshold was found [121]. As seen in the figure, four different zones can be distinguished in the “conductivity-CMF dosage” plot that include two abrupt increase zones and two plateauing regions. The first sizeable increase of volume conductivity occurred in Zone I, between 0.25% and 1% CMF volume fractions, which shows the transition of the composite from insulator to semiconductor. In Zone II, the curve plateaued, until the second abrupt jump occurred in Zone III between 4% and 10% CMF volume fractions; this corresponds to the percolation transition zone over which the composite transfers from a semiconductor into a conductor [121, 122]. As per the definition of percolation transition zone, by increasing of CMF dosage rate above the “semiconductor-to-conductor” percolation transition range (4–10% Vol.), the volume conductivity is marginally increased as depicted by zone IV in the figure. In the work conducted by Wu et al. [121], with a graphite/high-density polyethylene composites, the two percolation transition zones were found at filler dosage rates of 12.29% (Vol.) and 21.79% (Vol.) respectively. This finding reveals a more effective percolation behavior of CMF compared to graphite powder.

As seen in Table 2, the relative standard error was higher relative to the neighboring points -i.e. 1% and 4 % CMF dosages-that correspond to the turning points between the zones in Fig. 5. This observation is in agreement with the findings of previous work [120, 123] postulating that the electrical conductivity of different specimens with the same conductive filler is higher before the formation of continuous conductive network, especially at the proximity of percolation threshold.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the heating capability of PU-CMF coatings on wood substrate after 1 min of current application. Up to 12.5% CMF...
dosage rate, the average surface temperature, at the end of electrical heating test, increased with CMF volume fraction. Above 12.5% CMF dosage rate, the trend was reversed resulting in a reduction in heat generation capability. The abrupt jump in the surface temperature rise at 1.5% CMF dosage corresponds to the “insulator-to-semiconductor” percolation transition zone. The measured values exhibited a higher variation in the vicinity of each of the three turning points (1%, 4%, and 10% CMF) which correspond to the transitions between the different zones of Fig. 5. However, because of the complicated viscoelastic behavior of the composite at filler dosages at or near the percolation transition zones [121], this behavior cannot be merely attributed to the fluctuations of volume conductivity. Rather, the quality of the coating with respect to surface application uniformity also affects the ability of heat generation.

Fig. 8 and Table 3 present the average temperature rise on the surface of concrete specimens coated with PU-CMF composites of different CMF volume fractions; the heating behaviors are shown at three different durations of electric current application (1, 2, and 3 min). At all three time intervals, the average surface temperature assumed an increasing trend with increase of CMF dosage rate. An abrupt jump in heat generation occurred at 7.5% CMF, such that, after 3 min of electric current application, the average temperature on the surface of 7.5%-CMF specimen was about three times higher than the specimen coated with 6%-CMF composite.

Fig. 8 shows a continuous increase of “average surface temperature rise” with CMF dosage rate. Comparing Fig. 8 with Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, one may conclude that the results obtained from heating test on composite-coated concrete specimens contradict those obtained from small wood-substrate specimens. However, the thermographic images of concrete specimens at critical CMF dosage rates, i.e. 3%, 6%, 7.5%, 10%, 12.5%, 15%, and 17.5% that are shown in Fig. 9 cast a light on what appeared to be a discrepancy between the heat generation results obtained from the two experiments. As seen in Fig. 9, with CMF dosage rates up to 12.5%, the temperature distribution on the coated surfaces between the two electrodes were almost uniform without any extreme heat concentration spots. Whereas, at 15%, and 17.5% CMF contents, the electrical-energy-to-heat-energy conversion occurred at a small fraction of the coating, significantly increasing the temperature at some spots and leaving the majority of the surface unheated. This heat concentration can be attributed to high variation of electrical-resistivity between different zones of the coating layer due to poor CMF dispersion. At high CMF contents, the composite is more susceptible to filler agglomeration; however, this is hard to capture in small specimens like those used to obtain Figs. 6 and 7. Using the mixing and dispersion procedure of this study, the optimum CMF dosage rates with respect to resistive heating capability, is assumed to be greater than 7.5% and smaller than 15%. PU-CMF composites containing 10% and 12.5% (Vol.) conductive filler provided desirable performance with regards to both the magnitude of average temperature increase and the temperature distribution uniformity. In absence of CMF agglomeration and high-resistivity zones in the coating, the temperature uniformity was improved by time as the heat was dispersed within the coating layer. Whereas, in the specimens that contained CMF dosage rates greater than 15% where coating uniformity was not desirable the heat distribution became more non-uniform by time. This can be attributed to increased heat concentration on the high-resistivity zones to the level that could not be nullified by heat dispersion resulting in more severe non-uniformity of heat distribution. It is hard to say if the heat concentration spots are the high-resistivity or low-resistivity zones,

Fig. 9. Infrared thermal images after 3 min of electric current application for concrete PU-CMF-coated specimens at CMF dosage rates of (a) 3%, (b) 6%, (c) 7.5%, (d) 10%, (e) 12.5%, (f) 15%, and (g) 17.5%.
because the amount of heat generation depends on both the current flow and resistivity which are also reversely related to each other. An extreme case was observed in the heating tests of one of the 17.5%-CMF specimens. When this specimen was tested for its heat generation capability, at the beginning of the test the whole surface was heated, but excessive heat concentration after about 1 min resulted in loss of bond between the electrode and the coating at a fraction of the electrode's length resulting in temperature decrease on its adjacent coating area. This is the reason for the drop of average temperature rise after 2 min seen in Fig. 8. This temperature drop was compensated after 3 min by increase of heat concentration in the rest of the specimen that was still in the circuit and the average surface temperature rise increased as seen in the figure. The authors did not discard this specimen to highlight the negative effect of coating non-uniformity on heating performance.

The amount of mass loss undergone by the PU-CMF coatings when subjected to cyclic loading is shown in Fig. 10. Increasing CMF volume fraction from 3% to 4% resulted in smaller mass loss at 500 and 1,000 loading cycles, while, this trend was reversed at 5,000 and 10,000 cycles with the coatings containing 4% CMF exhibiting greater mass loss. As seen in Fig. 10(a), there was a significant drop in the amount of coatings' mass loss at the CMF volume fraction of 5% which corresponds to the beginning of percolation transition zone (second transition zone in Fig. 5). At CMF-dosage rates higher than 5% (Fig. 10(b) & (c)), the loss of coatings' mass under cyclic load at all test durations was decreased with increasing the CMF volume fraction. As seen in Fig. 10(b), in the range of 6%-10% CMF content, no measurable amount of coating materials were lost at 500 loading cycles while the mass loss at 1,000 cycles was also negligible. Above 10% CMF content, shown in Fig. 10(c), the coatings lost none of their mass up to 5,000 cycles of loading and a very small mass loss was observed at 10,000 cycles. This observation indicates that the CMF network contributes to the strengthening of Polyurethane matrix and improves its durability.

The results of electrical resistance measurement on coatings before and after 10,000 cycles of loading, shown in Fig. 11(a) & (b), confirmed the positive effect of CMF on durability of coatings. It was observed that up to 6% CMF dosage rate, the electrical conductivity of the coatings was severely degraded resulting in a marked increase in electrical resistance. Increasing CMF dosage rate above 6%, as seen in Fig. 11(a), improved the coatings’ durability and diminished the increase of resistance after loading by orders of magnitude. At 7.5% and 10% CMF contents, the electrical resistance after 10,000 load cycles was, respectively, 3 times and 9 times greater than its initial value before load application. When CMF dosage rate was increased to values higher than 10% - virtually the percolation threshold-the electrical resistance after 10,000 cycles of wheel path was even lower than its initial value resulting in negative values of resistance change in Fig. 11(b)). Note that the coatings containing 12.5, 15, 17.5, and 20% CMF showed a negligible amount of mass loss after 10000 load cycles (shown in Fig. 10(c)); therefore, the coating layer remained completely intact after the load application and the cross sectional area of the coating available for passing the current was not significantly reduced.

For a material with a certain volume resistivity, the electrical resistance is directly proportional to the distance between electrodes and reciprocal of the cross sectional area in the direction of current. As seen in Fig. 12, the specimen coated with 10%-CMF coating was torn apart by cyclic wheel path and lost its electrical continuity, while, the 15%-CMF coating stayed completely intact. It is also seen in the figure, that in the durable coatings (e.g. 15%-CMF) the coating materials were to some extent compacted in the wheel path. The compaction of coating tends to bring the CMF fibers closer to each other and boost the fiber-to-fiber contact. Also, smaller spacing between fibers tends to increase the chance of electron hopping (tunneling effect) between non-contacting fibers. The one-by-one contact between conductive fibers and the electron hopping between fibers that are not in direct contact with each other are among primary mechanisms of conduction in electrically conductive fiber-matrix composites [124, 125]. With respect to the observation that the reduction of cross sectional area above 10% CMF content was negligible (Fig. 10(c)), its negative effect on electrical conductivity was possibly dominated by the positive effect of compaction resulting in
The results of investigating volume resistivity variation with CMF dosage rate (0.25%–20% Vol.) captured the dual percolation transition zone at 0.25%–1% for insulator-to-semiconductor and 4%–10% for semiconductor-to-conductor transitions respectively. Heating capability tests on PU-CMF composites using two types of specimens indicated that the heating efficiency of the coatings experiences significant improvement at two thresholds of 1.5% and 10% CMF, while at CMF dosage rates higher than 12.5% the small specimens showed reduction of heating ability and larger specimens showed lack of heat distribution uniformity. The durability of coating was continuously improved by increasing the CMF volume fraction, with two abrupt jumps at 5% and 12.5%. Regarding these results, CMF volume fraction greater than 10% and smaller than 15% can be identified as the desirable range for dosage rate of CMF conductive filler in the PU-CMF composite in terms of electrical conductivity, electrical heating capability, and durability.

Since the mixing, application, and performance testing temperatures were kept constant in this study, it is worth mentioning that the electrical heating performance of PU-CMF coating is affected by temperature-related factors at production, application, and service levels. Because the rheological properties of the PU component is temperature-dependent, the temperature at which the mixture is prepared exerts a significant influence on the quality of dispersion of CMF in the PU continuum, and consequently, on the conductivity and uniformity of the composite. This also applies to the temperature of the mixture during surface application. Furthermore, the electrical conductivity of the material is changed by temperature, depending on its temperature coefficient \[90, 115\] that can impart thermistor or posistor properties to the material. As long as the in-service temperature is concerned, the durability of the coating is also likely to be affected. The influence of
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temperature at different stages of production, application, and service and its relation to the performance of different PU-CMF composites need to be investigated in future studies.

Fig. 13 shows the BPN for the control and coated specimens at different CMF dosage rates in dry and wet surface conditions. As seen in the figure, coating the specimen with a PU-CMF composite that contained 3% CMF resulted in dramatic reduction of skid resistance, but the BPN exhibited an increasing trend by increasing the CMF dosage rate. As long as the CMF dosage rate was smaller than 7.5% the coatings reduced the skid resistance of concrete specimen, while both dry- and wet-surface skid resistance were greater than the control specimen when CMF content was equal to or greater than 10%. It can be concluded that when CMF dosage rate of the PU-CMF composite coating is lower than percolation threshold the skid resistance is reduced by coating, and when the CMF dosage rate is higher than percolation threshold, the skid resistance of a coated concrete surface is higher than its equivalent plain (uncoated) concrete surface. This observation can be explained by the dominance of PU component—that has very low friction—below percolation threshold and the dominance of the high-friction CMF component after percolation.

All specimens showed higher skid resistance, i.e. greater BPN, at dry surface conditions while the difference between dry and wet BPN was affected by the CMF dosage rate. At CMF contents equal to or greater than 10%, dry- and wet-surface BPN values showed a small difference that was even smaller than those observed in control specimens.

3.2. Cost analysis

Material costs of heated pavement system made of conductive coatings were estimated based on the following assumptions:

a) The material costs associated with the conductive coating materials were estimated based on the cubic meter of the raw material used for the mixture
b) Cost of 10 cm conventional Portland cement concrete substrate layer was also included in the material cost estimation
c) Cost of Polyurethane (PU) ≈ 4,700 (USD/m³)

d) Cost of carbon micro filler (CMF) ≈ 24,000 (USD/m³)
e) The coating thickness is 3mm (1/8 inch)
Also the estimated material cost of the conductive coating compared with conventional Portland cement concrete and ECON HPS. According to Table 4, material cost of conductive coating is almost 70% higher than the conventional concrete. The major difference between cost of the conductive coating materials and conventional concrete is mostly related to the use of CMF in conductive coating. In addition, material cost of ECON HPS is almost 20% higher than the materials for heated pavement made by the conductive coating.

Material cost estimation enables the construction cost estimation of the heated pavement systems made by the conductive coating. To this end, a work-breakdown structure (WBS) was constructed to divide construction activities to four different work packages (Fig. 14).

As shown in Fig. 14, among all the major construction activities, five of the work packages were in common with ECON HPS. To this end, the costs associated with these work packages were considered to be same as cost for heated pavement made of conductive coating. Also cost for coating pavement surface with conductive materials were estimated based on the material cost obtained from Table 4. In addition, labor cost for coating the pavement surface was assumed to be same with the pavement marking, which was obtained from RSMeans construction cost index [126]. Table 5 presents the construction costs estimation for heated pavement made of conductive coating for a 17.5 m² slab (5 m × 3.5 m).

According to Table 5, the installation cost of a heated pavement system made of conductive coating is almost the same with ECON HPS, which is almost 50% higher than construction cost of conventional Portland cement concrete [103]. The construction cost of implementing conducting coating is relatively high. But for some specific applications, conductive coating heated pavements might be an economic option (e.g., on the airports with high number of aircraft operations which experience harsh winters [102] or on a bridge deck with high accident rate during winter seasons [104]).

Fig. 15 compares the construction cost of heated pavement made of conductive coating with reported construction cost of three other heated pavement systems. As exhibited in Fig. 15, the construction cost of heated pavement made of conductive coating is almost the same as installation cost of ECON HPS and very close to the median value of reported cost of construction cost of hydronic heated pavement systems (HHPS). Also, the construction cost for electrically conductive asphalt concrete (ECAC) was estimated to be almost 300 USD/m² [127] which is almost 30% lower than heated pavement made of conductive coating. This cost difference mainly relates to the lower cost of asphalt concrete used in ECAC (rather than the higher cost associated with regular Portland cement concrete used in heated pavement made of conductive coating). In addition, cost of heated pavement made of conductive coating is more than two times

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Material Costs for PCC, 10 cm base layer (USD/m³)</th>
<th>Material Costs for ECON HPS (USD/m³)</th>
<th>Material cost of heated pavement system made of conductive coatings (USD/m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polyurethane (PU)*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon micro filler (CMF)*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon fiber</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse aggregate</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine aggregate</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRWR (high range water reducing admixture)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEA (air entraining admixture)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity enhancing agent</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispersive agent</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Cost of Polyurethane and CMF were obtained directly from the manufacturer.

Fig. 14. WBS of heated pavement system made of conductive coatings vs. WBS of ECON HPS (Created based on the previous study on economic performance of the ECON HPS [103]).
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less than construction cost of geothermal heating pavement systems. The major cost difference between the conductive coating heated pavement and geothermal systems relates to the heating source installation and material costs.

4. Conclusions

Electrically conductive composites of Polyurethane (PU) and carbon microfiber (CMF) were prepared using different volume fractions of the conductive filler (CMF) and tested for their electrical conductivity, heating capability, and durability on Portland cement concrete (PCC) substrates under cyclic loaded wheel path. The electrical conductivity was evaluated in terms of percolation of microfibers within the PU matrix. Heating capability tests included investigation of the average surface temperature rise and temperature distribution over the surface area of the composite-coated specimens upon application of electric current on wood-substrate and PCC-substrate specimens. Durability of coatings on PCC-substrate was assessed in terms of coating layer’s mass loss and electrical resistance change under certain cycles of loading through loaded wheel path. The main findings of the study can be summarized as:

- Applying the coating materials that contained different dosages of CMF on wood and concrete substrates, the dual percolative behavior of the CMF in PU matrix was captured in the studied range. The percolation transition zone in the 0.25%–1% range corresponds to transition of the composite’s behavior from electrical insulator to semiconductor. The composite transitioned from a semiconductor to a conductor of electricity over the CMF dosage rate range of 4%–10% above which the volume conductivity did not exhibit significant improvement with the increase of CMF content.

- Resistive heating test on coated wood-substrate specimens showed that increasing CMF volume fraction from 1% to 1.5% resulted in an abrupt jump in resistive heat generation. The second significant improvement of heating capability occurred at 10% CMF dosage rate. Increasing CMF content of the composite above 12.5% led to reduction of heating performance in terms of the average surface temperature rise.

- In coated concrete-substrate specimens, that had larger area than the wood-substrate specimens, the average surface temperature rise continuously increased with CMF dosage rate between 3% and 20%. The abrupt jump in surface temperature rise occurred when CMF dosage was increased from 6% to 7.5%. Increasing CMF content of the composite above 12.5% led to reduction of heating performance with respect to the uniformity of temperature distribution.

- The durability of composites continuously improved with increasing CMF volume fraction up to 20%. However, the most desirable durability properties were achieved at CMF contents higher than 10%.

- At CMF dosage rates below the percolation threshold (10%), the coating reduced the skid resistance of the concrete substrate and at dosage rates equal to or greater than percolation threshold, coated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit Price (USD)</th>
<th>Total (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subgrade preparation</td>
<td>m²</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed aggregate base</td>
<td>m²</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placing dowel baskets</td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrodes (electrode size 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 3.5cm)</td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installing power supply box</td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECON HPS 10 cm PCC Pavement</td>
<td>m²</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 cm ECON 19 cm PCC Pavement</td>
<td>m²</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>2,887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 mm conductive coating application</td>
<td>m²</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2,625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total construction cost for ECON HPS (USD)</td>
<td>7,400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cost for heated pavement made of conductive coating (USD)</td>
<td>7,312</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cost for heated pavement made of conductive coating (USD/m²)</td>
<td>418</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 15. Construction cost comparison among various heated pavement technologies (created based on the data obtained from literature [102, 103, 104, 127, 128]).
surfaces showed higher skid resistance than the uncoated concrete substrate at both dry and wet surface conditions. The skid resistance of composites continuously improved with increasing CMF volume fraction up to 20%.

- Considering all four characteristics of the coating - i.e. volume conductivity, heating capability, durability and skid resistance - within the studied range of CMF volume fraction, the composites containing 12.5% CMF content exhibited more favorable properties than other coating mixtures. It can be concluded that a CMF dosage rate greater than 10% and smaller than 15% (by total volume of the composite) is likely to be the desirable range of CMF volume fraction in the PU-CMF composite studied in this research.

- Construction cost of heated pavement made of conductive coating is almost fifty percent higher than regular Portland cement concrete, but comparable to the heated pavement technologies that use electrically conductive Portland cement and asphalt concretes or hydronic systems. Although the construction cost of heated pavements still is relatively high, it is expected that advances in heated pavements materials design and selection and implementation techniques can reduce the initial construction cost of heated pavement made of conductive coating.

Regarding the desirable properties of the PU-CMF composite studied in this research, it would be timely for future studies to investigate different types of binders such as various Polyurethane/Polyurea elastomers and Poly (methyl metacrylate) to produce more durable electrically conductive coatings for different substrates and applications. Doping PU-CMF composites with different nano- and micro-particles or fibers is a potential topic for future studies to impart additional functions, other than electrical conductivity, to this type of composites. Other applications of these composites such as sensing and electromagnetic interference shielding can be investigated in the future studies. Investigating different dispersion improvement methods to enhance the uniformity and conductivity of the PU-CMF composites is a potential topic for future works that will make a significant contribution to the existing body of knowledge on this subject.
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